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Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group

Top promotional textiles
The European fashion market is very competitive and highly price-sensitive. This is why
many suppliers choose to concentrate on a specific segment of the market. Top-Tex Group is
a brilliant example of a successful segmentation strategy. The French company has carved
out a niche for itself in the sector of promotion wear and corporate fashion. By offering an
unrivalled, large selection of top-quality textile brands at competitive prices, it meets the demands of finishers and suppliers across Europe.

Top-Tex is a major European sup-

pants, softshell jackets and caps to

(teamwear), K-up (headwear) and

added to the constantly growing

plier of textiles and clothing for

gloves, scarves, underwear, towels,

Kimood (luggage and accessories).

portfolio was K-up in 2014. Today,

the promotion wear and corporate

sportswear, shoes, bags, umbrel-

Top-Tex is the leading distribu-

Top-Tex employs a total of 100

fashion markets. The French

las and aprons. “We market more

tor for promotion wear brands in

people and has annual sales of 80

company offers more than 1,500

than 40 internationally renowned

France and the Benelux countries.

million EUR. In France and the

individually customizable cloth-

brands, such as Fruit of the Loom,

ing and textile products (30,000

Gildan, B & C or Russell Europe,”

Top-Tex was founded by Laurent

skus), ranging from T-shirts, polo

explains Managing Director Lau-

Marti in 1994, following the take-

shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters,

rent Marceau, who had been with

over of the textile distribution com-

Top-Tex is very successful with its

Russel before joining Top-Tex

pany IPC Distribution in Toulouse.

four own brands, which contribute

five years ago. The company also

In the 1990s, Top-Tex established

one third to the company’s over-

distributes four own brands: Kari-

subsidiaries in Bordeaux, Nantes

all revenues. The Kariban brand

ban (corporate clothing), ProAct

and Strasbourg and created the

comprises more than 240 prod-

Kariban brand. In 2001, the

ucts: a diverse range of classic

company reorganized its distribu-

promotional textiles, from casual to

tion network and centralized all

corporate, including a special Vin-

logistics operations in Toulouse.

tage collection. “Kariban features

Two years later, Top-Tex acquired

a large collection of modern, prêt-

a competitor in Belgium, Action

à-porter fashion which is enjoyable

Tee. In 2008/2009, the sub-brand

to wear,” Mr. Marceau describes

Kariban Sport and the sportswear

the brand philosophy. “This means

brand ProAct were created. In

that the customer logo on the gar-

2010, a new logistics center was

ment is visible for a long time and

opened in Heppignies, Belgium.

thus provides the end customer

2011 saw the launch of the lug-

with a sustainable added value.”

gage brand Kimood and the exten-

Kimood offers over 200 stylish,

sion of the group’s warehousing

contemporary bags for business,

facilities in Toulouse to 25,000 m2

sports, relaxation, travel, shopping

of storage space. The last brand

and many other applications.

Benelux countries, the company

K-up is the newest Top-Tex brand and
includes a wide choice of contemporary
headwear
EUROPEAN
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has its own sales representatives.
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››› Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group

The Kariban range features a large selection of modern, prêt-à-porter fashion

ProAct is the company’s team sportswear brand for all ages and sports

K-up, the newest Top-Tex brand,

factories are visited and super-

or embroidering customer logos

nies processing our products fur-

includes a wide choice of head-

vised.” Top-Tex supplies to promo-

and other corporate advertising

ther,” explains Mr. Marceau.

wear and accessories, such as

tion wear and corporate fashion

messages. “We only reach the end

caps, hats, scarves and gloves.

businesses and finishers that

customer through those compa-

The extensive range of store

customize the textiles by printing

›››

brands is rounded off by ProAct,
which offers a complete line of
team sportswear for children and
adults. “We cover the entire processing chain from A to Z,” says
Mr. Marceau. “The products are
designed and developed in France
and manufactured in Bangladesh
and China. Before being shipped
to Europe, all textiles are subject
to rigid quality controls by our own
structure in Hong Kong, where all
EUROPEAN

business

Kimood offers over 200 stylish,
contemporary bags for all applications
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››› Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group
Top-Tex Group

13 Avenue du Girou
31620 Villeneuve-les-Bouloc
France
 +33 5 61006200
 +33 5 61006201
 contact@toptex.fr
 www.toptex.fr

In brief
Core Competence

Promotional textile distribution

Facts & Figures

• Founded: by Laurent Marti in 1994
• Structure: privately owned enterprise
• Branch offices: Belgium, Italy, Portugal
• Employees: 100
• Turnover: 80 million EUR
• Export: Europe, USA

Products & Services

More than 1,500 promotion wear and corporate fashion
products, including four own brands (30,000 skus)

Target Groups

“Nevertheless, we always focus on

explains Mr. Marceau. “We aim to

the final user: firms and organiza-

fill every customer order within 24

tions employing our products as

hours. In our business, efficient

advertising tools.”

logistics and warehousing are the
keys to success.”

The comprehensive selection of
international brand-name manu-

To acquire new customers, Top-Tex

facturers and its more than 20

advertises in various trade journals

years of experience in the promo-

and participates in major exhibi-

tion wear market enable Top-Tex

tions, including the CTCO fair in

to offer top-quality textiles at very

Lyon, France, one of the main Eu-

competitive prices and exceptional

ropean events for the promotional

value for money. “We negotiate

garments and gifts industry, and

the best prices for our customers

Stuttgart’s TV TecStyle Visions in

throughout the year,” states Mr.

Germany, the leading European

Marceau. In marketing its prod-

trade fair for textile decoration and

ucts, Top-Tex makes extensive use

promotion. Top-Tex is constantly

of digital distribution channels.

introducing novel products. “We

“We receive most of our orders

change about 10% of our product

through the Internet,” says Mr.

range on an annual basis,” states

Marceau. “Europe has become

Mr. Marceau. In the near future,

a village; the markets are open.”

Top-Tex wants to further grow its

Thanks to its large warehousing

market presence in Europe. “We

capacity in France and Belgium,

are continuing to develop our

Top-Tex guarantees the flexible

own Kariban clothing brand and

meeting of customer demands and

to strengthen our position in fast-

swift deliveries at the shortest no-

evolving promotion wear markets

tice. “We have more than ten mil-

such as Germany and the UK.”

❙

lion articles in permanent stock,”

B2B: decorators (screenprinters, embroiderers), workwear,
advertising agencies, promotional resellers

Fairs & Exhibitions

CTCO Lyon, France; TV TecStyle Visions Stuttgart, Germany

Philosophy

Large choice of top textiles, competitively priced and
promptly delivered

Future

Further development of the Kariban clothing brand and
enhanced geographical expansion in Europe
Top-Tex offers more than
30,000 promotional wear and
corporate fashion articles

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Alexander van Veen, Commercial Director and Managing Director of Braskem Europe GmbH

Plastics for
greener living
Plastics are an essential part of modern life. Their history goes back more than 100 years,
but compared to other materials, they are relatively new. Their usage over the past century
has led to huge technological advances. From daily tasks to the most unusual needs – due
to their distinct characteristics, plastics are used in a wide range of applications. One of the
world’s top thermoplastic resins producers is Braskem. Its European headquarters is based in
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Braskem’s products are part of
the lives of millions of people
around the world. The company
concentrates on the production of
polyethylene and polypropylene
granules that are used in a broad
range of industries including food,
consumer goods, health, construction and automotive manufacturing. Plastics are divided into two
distinct groups: thermoplastics and

Food containers are a typical polypropylene application

thermosets. The majority of plastics are thermoplastics, and this

PP granules. The company was

this was an important step in

tion capacity to 545,000 t,” says

is exactly what Braskem concen-

founded in Brazil in 2002 due to

Braskem’s international expansion

Mr. van Veen. “Braskem took over

trates on. Thermoplastics feature

the merger of the six companies

process that has deeply affected

both plants with all employees but

some characteristics that are sec-

Copene, OPP, Trikem, Nitrocar-

the company’s further develop-

needed to build up a completely

ond to none. For instance, they are

bono, Proppet and Polialden. Over

ment. It was Braskem’s first ac-

new management structure. For

resistant to chemicals, extremely

the years, it has continued an

quisition outside Brazil and made

me personally, this was a very

light and can be processed in vari-

outstanding strategic growth strat-

the company the third-largest

exciting and challenging task. We

ous ways. Polypropylene (PP) has

egy. “Almost every year, at least

polypropylene producer in the

needed to consider aspects that

outstanding chemical resistance,

one company joined the group,”

world. Until 2011, Braskem’s sales

were essential for the European

excellent resistance to water, salt

explains Managing Director and

office in Rotterdam was its only

market.”

and acid solutions, and is often

Commercial Director Alexander

European asset. Then, in October

used in packaging. PP is found in

van Veen. “These companies were

2011, it bought four Dow Chemical

For strategic reasons, Braskem

almost everything from ketchup

all producers of PP or PE granules

plants to push its global expansion

decided to establish its European

bottles to medicine bottles, yoghurt

but were no longer interested in

further. Apart from two polypropyl-

headquarters in Frankfurt; here,

containers, toys and automobile

pursuing their business.” In 2010,

ene plants in the United States,

it benefitted from both a central

battery casings.

Braskem acquired the PP assets

two industrial plants were located

location in the middle of Germany
and perfect international flight

of Sunoco Chemicals, the fourth-

in Germany. “Due to the plants in

Braskem has long been syn-

largest polypropylene producer in

Wesseling and Schkopau, Braskem

onymous with the production of

the United States. In many ways,

could increase its annual produc-

EUROPEAN
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››› Interview with Alexander van Veen, Commercial Director and Managing Director of Braskem Europe GmbH
Braskem Europe GmbH
An der Welle 3
60322 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
 +49 69 427299200
 +49 69 427299260
 braskemeurope@braskem.com
 www.braskem.com

Many plastic toys are made of polypropylene granules from Braskem

connections. “At Braskem, we

relatively young and small market

bank on a horizontal structure,”

player. However, we are develop-

stresses Mr. van Veen. “On one

ing dynamically. As Braskem has

side, we have our shareholders.

always been synonymous with

On the other side is the client.

growth, one of my major tasks is to

This horizontal structure has not

continue expanding. We are very

only been applied in Europe, but

creative, innovative and flexible to

internationally.” Baskem Europe

work out interesting new market

started with 100 employees. Now

opportunities although European

a workforce of 190 people gener-

market conditions are tough for

ates turnover of over one billion

plastic producers. Often, in the

USD. “We rank among the top

Middle East and the United States,

three producers of polypropylene

raw materials are cheaper, and for

30,000 plastic processing com-

environmental and sustainable

worldwide,” sums up Mr. van

this reason investments in Europe

panies,” adds Mr. van Veen. “70

policy. Offering products made

Veen. “In Europe, we are still a

are not always sensible. Further-

to 80% of them rely on injection

from renewable raw materials is an

more, the plants are larger, and it

moulding processes and work with

appealing opportunity. “In 2010,

makes more sense to build them

PP granules. PE granules are main-

we inaugurated a green ethylene

close to where raw materials can

ly processed through extrusion. Our

plant, where ethylene is made

be sourced. For this reason we are

customers benefit from our great re-

from 100% renewable raw materi-

looking for alternative solutions to

sponsiveness when it comes to ful-

als, especially from sugar cane,”

remain competitive. One possibility

filling their needs quickly. Braskem

says Mr. van Veen. “The produc-

would be to establish partnerships.

fosters lean management struc-

tion of green ethylene improves

Furthermore, we are going to

tures, and the working environment

the carbon dioxide balance con-

strengthen the European distribu-

is characterized by mutual trust.

siderably versus conventional eth-

tion of products made by our par-

Employees have a great degree

ylene originating from oil. As there

ent company in Brazil or Mexico.”

of autonomy in decision-making.

is still plenty of oil-based plastic

We call our philosophy ‘Open-door

left to be replaced by alternative

Braskem’s PP and PE granules are

policy’; it is a tool to create benefits

solutions, we are anxious to invest

distributed to packaging produc-

for clients and society.”

further in green technologies. This

The automotive industry is a key
customer of Braskem

ers, toy manufacturers, furniture
Its distinct characteristics make polypropylene the ideal material for innovative packaging solutions
EUROPEAN

business

is an important milestone to be-

producers and automotive compa-

Braskem not only favours a

come the world leader in sustain-

nies. “In Europe, there are around

customer-friendly but also an

able chemistry.”

❙
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Interview with Michele Moretti, CEO, and Francesco Moretti, Deputy CEO of FINCONS GROUP

A passion
for IT solutions

FINCONS GROUP
Main office in Italy

Via Torri Bianche 10, Pal. Betulla
20871 Vimercate (MB)
Italy

This April FINCONS SpA, the Italian company of FINCONS
GROUP, received the prestigious Pirelli Supplier Award
2015, which is given annually to selected suppliers for quality, level of service, sustainability and innovation. As the
only Italian company selected from 12,000 Pirelli suppliers
worldwide and the only one in the field of ICT, FINCONS
GROUP has an excellent reference for its competence.

 +39 039 657081
 +39 039 6570877
 marketing@finconsgroup.com
 www.finconsgroup.com

After he completed his engineering

Program, a project of the Italian

degree, Michele Moretti worked for

Stock Exchange, which is part of

Falck, one of the most important

the London Stock Exchange, ad-

companies in Italy for steel produc-

dressed to medium-sized compa-

tion and energy from renewable

nies with an interesting business

sources, for ten years before set-

plan and an effective organization.

ting up Consor, the first FINCONS

For the future we plan to be listed

GROUP company, in 1983. “At

directly in London. Belgium, the

the beginning we started as a

center of the EU, is another inter-

software house, focused on ap-

esting target market, and we are

plication development and system

already present in Brussels with

integration,” explains Mr. Moretti,

important international projects

CEO of FINCONS GROUP. “Then,

funded by the European Commu-

in-depth processes knowledge and

Marco Tronchetti Provera, CEO of Pirelli; Michele Moretti, CEO of FINCONS GROUP;
and Marco Ravelli, Territory Manager Switzerland of FINCONS GROUP, at the Pirelli
award ceremony

use of advanced technologies, we

tion, manufacturing and public

“Switzerland provides an ideal

references above all in media with

soon developed into an IT business

administration sectors. In 2008 we

basis for international activities, so

our advanced application services

consultancy.”

opened the Delivery Center to offer

we reorganized the structure and

for Sky Germany.”

nearshore IT services from Bari.

formed FINCONS GROUP AG,

The strategic move fuelled growth,

We wanted to offer an alternative

headquartered in Bern, in 2007,”

and FINCONS GROUP gained

to the big offshore centers in Asia,

says the CEO. “Today, we have a

many leading companies. “We

high quality at a competitive price,

staff of 800 and record turnover of

have earned an excellent reputa-

a successful move. Our ‘Smart-

nearly 80 million EUR, and we are

tion for our ability to provide ad-

shore made in Italy’ has contrib-

looking forward to generating 100

vanced solutions in business ap-

uted greatly to sales growing 20%

million EUR by 2017. So far the

plications, system integration, ERP

a year over the past three years.”

revenue generated in Switzerland

thanks to our consulting expertise,

and mobile solutions,” underlines
Internationalization is the prime

spread awareness of our services.

“Over the years we have acquired

target for the future. To bet-

We will expand in Europe by ac-

great experience and strong com-

ter serve customers, FINCONS

quiring local companies, starting

petence in the insurance, banking,

GROUP has established branches

with the UK this year as a gateway

media, energy, utilities, transporta-

across Italy and Switzerland.

to Europe. We are part of the Elite

EUROPEAN

market, where we have excellent

❙

counts for 40%. We want to further

Deputy CEO Francesco Moretti.

business

nity. Germany is still an important

CEO Michele Moretti and his son Deputy
CEO Francesco Moretti
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Interview with Peter Stedler, Managing Partner of Netlution GmbH

Clearly focused and
perfectly adaptive
Standard IT solutions often do not meet the specific needs of the user. And standard IT
service providers often do not meet the requirements of the customer. Netlution GmbH is a
notable exception in the IT industry. The company not only provides customized solutions
perfectly adapted to individual needs. The privately owned IT firm also has a clear specialist,
enterprise and regional focus: on advanced data centers, end-user computing applications
and cloud computing for large enterprise customers with similar IT infrastructures in
Germany’s south-west for maximum customer proximity.
Perfect teamwork: Netlution provides
perfectly adaptive IT solutions

Netlution is a specialist provider of

Netlution’s adaptive IT services

Karlsruhe-Stuttgart regions. The

value-adding, adaptive IT services

cover the entire lifecycle of a pro-

success of Netlution is based on a

for enterprise customers. Based on

ject from design to plan, build and

deliberate, threefold focus. “First,

in-depth analyses of its clients’

run. The company was established

we specialize in data center and

specific requirements, the compa-

in 2001. Since then, it has devel-

end-user computing solutions that

ny offers truly individual, perfectly

oped into one of the leading IT ser-

are perfectly adapted to our cus-

scalable, value-adding IT solutions

vices, consulting and out-tasking

tomers’ individual IT requirements,”

for large groups and major medi-

solution providers in the Rhein-

um-sized enterprises.

Main, Rhein-Neckar and

EUROPEAN
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Netlution GmbH
Landteilstrasse 33
68163 Mannheim
Germany

 +49 621 7623-300
 +49 621 7623-400
 info@netlution.de
 www.netlution.de
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››› Interview with Peter Stedler, Managing Partner of Netlution GmbH
Clear focus: Netlution concentrates on large
enterprises and regional projects

providing swift, expert support,
from first-time implementation
to upgrading projects,” says Mr.
Stedler. “The system even works
for peak times or holidays when
we can send out our consultants,
who are perfectly familiar with the
customer’s systems, at the shortest
notice.” Albert Schmuck, Director
of Cloud Platform Operations SAP
SE confirms: “Netlution’s scalable
rolling assignment system offers
us flexibility and stability at the
same time.” Another competitive
strength of Netlution in the fast

Long-term orientation: Netlution aims to
establish lasting customer partnerships

evolving IT sector is its permanent
scrutiny of its services and solutions. “We are constantly challenging why a customer should place
an order with us,” explains Mr.
Stedler. “What are the latest developments, where are promising
niches, what is our positioning in a
constantly changing market, these
are the questions we are permanently asking ourselves.”
To face the growing skills shortage in the IT industry, Netlution is
promoting flat hierarchies, working
with a high degree of personal responsibility and active contribution

explains Managing Partner Peter

neers, IT consultants and project

tion of its IT services, Netlution has

of fresh ideas. “We are also invest-

Stedler. “Second, we focus on

managers. In the last seven years,

developed a unique deployment

ing in employer branding activities

large enterprise customers with

the company has doubled its staff.

approach: the rolling assignment

and social media human resources

comparable IT infrastructures and

“We are not focused on exorbitant

system which includes dedicated

campaigns,” states Christian Böltz

processes. And third, we concen-

growth or quick deals, though,”

consultant teams working full-

who works as an external mar-

trate on the region to be as close to

states Mr. Stedler. “We have a

time at the customer’s premises,

keting consultant for Netlution.

the customer as possible.”

long-term orientation and aim to

with different con-sultants taking

“Our goal is to establish a strong

establish sustainable, mutually

over in a seamless, rolling man-

reputation as a high quality IT ser-

Based in Mannheim, Netlution has

beneficial partnerships with our

ner. “We have cross-customer

vices provider, both with potential

annual sales of ten million EUR

customers.” To guarantee opti-

teams accompanying all processes

customers and employees,” con-

and employs 100 system engi-

mum adaptability and implementa-

at the customer’s location and

cludes Mr. Stedler.

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Jarkko Paalanen, Business Development Director of Fingersoft Oy

Quality fun
Developing fun games can be hard work. At Fingersoft Oy, however, the employees have fun,
too. Within the last two years, the Finnish start-up has evolved to become a major publisher
of quality games and apps played around the world. The company is different
from the rest of the ‘players’ in the games industry, however. More
focused on sticking to its roots as a creative developer and keeping a relaxed work atmosphere, it has no plans to expand aggressively and join the race for ever-shorter publishing cycles.

Benji Bananas Adventures offers even more fun than its famed predecessor, the
original Benji Bananas game

ment Director Jarkko Paalanen.

60 mil-

“It is hugely addictive.” Since its

lion times.

foundation just over two years ago,

Fingersoft markets

Fingersoft has developed into a

its games through various

leading, innovative games pub-

app stores, with 99% of all games

lisher. “We have managed to grow

selling outside Finland. “Our big-

from a one-man business into a

gest market is the USA, followed

major player without becoming a

by Western Europe, Russia, India

corporation with crusty structures

and Brazil,” explains Mr. Paal-

or losing our creativity and original-

anen. “We are also developing the

ity,” Mr. Paalanen describes the

Chinese market, which is unknown

main challenge in the last two and

territory culturally speaking. Peo-

a half years. “Despite our success,

ple play, but the rules are not the

we have decided to stay small

same as over here.” Fingersoft is

and focus more on quality than

currently developing a sequel to its

on quantity. We have no plans to

best-selling game Hill Climb Rac-

expand aggressively. We are one of

ing, without racing against time

the most successful smaller-scale

like so many other games publish-

global players.”

ers. “You know it’s ready when it’s
done,” Mr. Paalanen points out the

The best-selling Hill Climb Racing game has been downloaded over 400 million
times

In addition to developing and

relaxed approach of the Finnish

marketing its own games, Finger-

company, which also aims to de-

soft publishes the games of other

velop into a better publisher, again

developers. “We have published

without pressure but with its focus

six titles now, five from Finland and

on fun and quality.

❙

one from Ireland,” states Mr. Paalanen. The first third-party game

Fingersoft is specialized in the

first mobile game in 2012: the

published by Fingersoft was Benji

development and publication of

driving game Hill Climb Racing,

Bananas, developed by Tribeflame

high-quality apps and games and

which was an immediate success,

Oy, a casual game with beautiful

is one of the fastest-evolving start-

spreading across the globe. “With

graphics which is very easy to play.

ups in Finland. The ‘fun’ company

more than 400 million downloads

The sequel, Benji Bananas Adven-

was founded by Toni Fingerroos,

to date, Hill Climb Racing is one

tures, offers even more fun than its

who developed his first game at

of the most popular racing games

famed predecessor, and together

the age of ten, and launched its

ever,” says Business Develop-

they have been downloaded over

EUROPEAN
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Fingersoft Oy
Eeronpolku 2
90440 Kempele
Finland

 business@fingersoft.net
 www.fingersoft.net
www.facebook.com/
Fingersoft
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Interview with Lars Enström, Managing Director of Courlux International SA

Bamboo socks, shaving products and cosmetics are key elements of Courlux’s portfolio

Trading with the trend
E-commerce is the fastest-growing retail market in Europe. Online growth in Europe is expected to continue, with more than 18% forecast for 2016. In today’s fast-paced society,
more and more consumers are buying online rather than from traditional shops. It comes as
no surprise that the growing use of mobile devices is an additional factor in making online
retailing attractive, easy and convenient. Courlux International SA in Semsales, Switzerland,
is a successful player on this dynamic market.

More than 80 million smartphones

them, Courlux is an important ad-

“As an internationally operating

market and its needs closely – in

are currently in circulation all over

dress. The Swiss company claims

mail-order business, it is crucial

good times and in bad times. This

Europe. People are increasingly

to offer the best value for money

to be extremely flexible,” stresses

is the reason why over the years,

taking the opportunity to use their

when it comes to online shop-

Managing Director Lars Enström.

Courlux’s portfolio has changed

mobile devices to browse and pur-

ping. Courlux offers a wide range

“Our market is extraordinar-

constantly. Change is the only

chase goods online at times and

of products to customers all over

ily dynamic with ever-changing

constant element in this business.”

in places that suit them. For all of

Europe.

conditions. We need to follow the

›››

At Courlux’s headquarters in Semsales, Courlux is able to manage the sending of 30,000 parcels per day
EUROPEAN
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››› Interview with Lars Enström, Managing Director of Courlux International SA
Courlux International SA
Route de la Broye 117
1623 Semsales
Switzerland
 +41 269 187000
 +41 269 187099
 info@courlux.ch
 www.courlux.ch

Due to warehouse capacities of 5,000 m2, Courlux has a great responsiveness

Today, Courlux has a workforce of

mail, which can be quite handy.

many natural qualities. They are

Still, some things never change.

37 employees and turns over 34

This service is appreciated a lot.

especially soft and gentle to sensi-

Courlux is well-respected because

million CHF. Its product portfolio

We generally put a lot of emphasis

tive skin and three to four times

it has always offered good value for

differentiates between the divi-

on customer service. We truly be-

more absorbent than cotton, keep-

money. Its products are of good

sions socks, underwear, shaving

lieve that satisfied customers are

ing feet fresh and dry. Offering

quality and so is the service. Last

products, jewellery and cosmetics.

the best marketing instrument. We

good products is not enough these

but not least, the company intro-

“Ten years ago, the product range

want to work efficiently and keep

days, however. “The market is very

duces new products regularly and

was completely different,” says Mr.

up the quality of being responsive.

competitive, and there are huge

is open to new ideas. “We have the

Enström. “It has changed consist-

This is the reason why all our pro-

differences in terms of prices.,”

capacities to ship 30,000 parcels

ently according to market trends

cesses are highly automated. We

explains Mr. Enström. “At the mo-

per day,” stresses Mr. Enström. “At

and needs.” Courlux benefits from

do not work with papers anymore,

ment we are affected by the strong

the moment, we send 15,000 to

but everything is computerized.”

Swiss franc, which makes export

20,000, which means that we can

activities really difficult. The strong

still grow. And we want to grow.

its own warehouse of 5,000

m2,

where goods are sent to different
international destinations. Around

Courlux’s products are made by

franc makes exports more expen-

Our credo has always been to fo-

30,000 parcels can leave the site

selected partners; this way the

sive and weakens companies’

cus on customers only. We depend

each day. Belgium, the Czech

company knows that certain qual-

competitiveness. We try to increase

on them, and without them we

Republic, Denmark, Finland,

ity standards are ensured. “Prod-

prices, but this is not always pos-

could simply not exist. We are con-

Hungary, Norway, the Nether-

ucts are often door-openers, that

sible. Margins are decreasing, but

sistently working on new product

lands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia

allow for distributing other prod-

we stick to

ideas and new markets to further

and Sweden are the company’s

ucts as well,” says Mr. Enström.

our business strategy. Further-

strengthen our position. Currently,

core markets. Germany is about

“We are constantly expanding the

more, we buy in dollars and get the

we are working out the prospects

to follow. “We send products to

range and address literally Mr. and

currencies of different countries.

of the German market, which is

13 different countries in Europe,”

Ms. Everybody. It always depends

On the other side, we pay salaries

highly interesting for us. We can-

adds Mr. Enström. “Customers can

on the products themselves. Peo-

in Swiss francs. The market is con-

not wait to see how our business

order once or on the basis of an

ple ordering underwear are differ-

tinuously in motion. While a few

will develop in our neighbouring

interval, which means that every

ent to those ones ordering socks or

years ago, the Nordic countries

country.”

three or six months, they auto-

jewellery.” Highlights of the range

had been extremely strong, today,

matically get new pairs of socks by

are bamboo socks that entice with

Poland is a powerful player.”

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Florian Bätz, Director of BVS Industrie-Elektronik GmbH

A USP for PLC and CNC
Automation technology has improved the world of manufacturing dramatically, in part due to
the introduction of programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and computerized numerical control (CNC). PLCs are often used to control industrial electromechnical processes, for instance
on assembly lines, while CNC systems make use of computer-based designs in the production of components. Both of these systems have revolutionized the way car parts are manufactured. BVS Industrie-Elektronik GmbH based in Hanau, Germany, offers one-of-a-kind
repair and replace services for PLC and CNC automation technology systems, allowing manufacturers to rest easy knowing their production lines will continue to run.
It was 1987 when Emil Bätz found-

double-digit growth every year.

parts and components, and offer

do,” Mr. Bätz says. “For that same

ed BVS Industrie-Elektronik. Early

Unfortunately it also drew atten-

a twelve-month warranty on the

reason, we do not only deliver the

in its history, the company began

tion from the competition.” With

complete assembly. It is a service

parts using a standard forward-

cooperating with Siemens as an

the explosion of the internet, and

found nowhere else.”

ing agency. We send the parts by

extended arm of the production.

with it e-commerce, BVS ventured

The founder then discovered a

online, and it continues to stand

Customers can count on BVS to

delivered throughout Germany

gap in the market: added services.

out thanks to its repair service. The

have the parts they need in stock.

and to neighbouring countries on

“He gave producers and operators

company’s ability to test and repair

Larger customers will have their

the same day.” There is an airport

of machines peace of mind that

assemblies is seldom found else-

own spare parts warehouse to

just 15 minutes from BVS. If nec-

they could continue to run without

where. “As a principle, we clean

reduce downtimes and their cor-

essary, the company can charter

having to worry about a lack of

the assemblies using an ultrasonic

responding costs, while smaller

a plane to transport the parts. This

support,” says Director Florian

bath or similar means, and then

customers can rely on BVS’s

service, on offer now for two years,

Bätz, who took over the strategic

the components are left to dry for

warehouse of more than 30,000

is unique in the industry. Major

leadership of the company from

up to 48 hours,” Mr. Bätz explains.

assemblies. “Time is always an

carmakers are especially reliant

his father in 2012. “This service

“We repair assemblies, replace

important factor, and if the cus-

soon proved popular, and we had

defective parts including worn

tomer doesn’t have a part, we

BVS Industrie-Elektronik offers customers unparalleled service from its site in
Hanau, Germany
EUROPEAN

business

express courier, so they can be

›››

The company cleans, repairs and tests components and assemblies in CNC and PLC
automation technology systems
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››› Interview with Florian Bätz, Director of BVS Industrie-Elektronik GmbH
BVS Industrie-Elektronik GmbH
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6
Siemens Technopark, Gebäude 413
63457 Hanau-Wolfgang
Germany
 +49 6181 95404200
 +49 6181 954045
 info@bvs-cnc.com
 www.bvs-cnc.com

The BVS spare parts warehouse is well stocked with more than 30,000 assemblies
available immediately

on speedy service and know the

we started this project, we had a

cost of unexpected breakdowns.

portfolio of 10,000 keywords, and

BVS only works with OEM parts

so that we could be a top hit dur-

manufacturers to ensure that its

ing Google searches, we identified

components will last.

one million potential key words.”
250,000 of those key words were

BVS anticipates turnover of 20 mil-

implemented, and by the end of

lion EUR for 2015, up from 18.5

2013, BVS had acquired 500 new

million EUR last year. The com-

customers, 55% of whom found

pany can fall back on the quality of

the company via the internet.

Thanks to BVS’s speedy service, manufacturers need not fear downtimes due to outof-service machines

products made in Germany sought
after worldwide, as well as the

Continued expansion is on the

flourishing production economy

company’s agenda for the com-

in Germany. “The country is still

ing years. Current exports amount

an unbelievably attractive produc-

to 25% of turnover, but Mr. Bätz

tion location due to the massive

would like to see that increase to

amount of know-how available

half. “We also want to maintain

here,” Mr. Bätz explains. Target

our position as the market leader

markets abroad, such as Eastern

in third-party repairs,” Mr. Bätz

Europe, are also appealing. Slova-

adds. “That is our overall strategic

kia, for instance, has a booming

objective. To achieve it, we will

automotive industry. As Mr. Bätz

have to bring new manufacturers

takes on more responsibilities in

on board.” Furthermore, BVS aims

the company with an eye towards

to expand its competence portfolio

managing BVS in the near future,

to include robotics. The sector is

he has also made contributions

growing at an incredible pace, and

to the company’s growth. “We are

it is set to become a completely

doing more with online marketing

new field of business.

Some parts are cleaned by hand if necessary

❙

and e-commerce, so we have improved our search engine marketing immensely,” he says. “When
EUROPEAN
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An ultrasonic bath frees assemblies of debris and prepares them for the installation
of new parts
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Interview with Michael Wiszniewski, Managing Director of MPPB J.W. Ślepsk

Boats and yachts for Europe
More than 25 years of experience qualify the Polish company MPPB
J.W. Ślepsk as a proven specialist in shipbuilding. Specialized in
fiberglass boats and yachts, MPPB J.W. Ślepsk is a subcontractor of
well-known brands such as Bayliner, Quicksilver, Sunliner, Fiskars and
more. With quality at a competitive price and full services from a single source, the company has one of the largest shipyards in Europe.

MPPB J.W. Ślepsk
ul. Rajgrodzka 115 e
16 300 Augustów
Poland
 +48 876 434773
 +48 876 431391
 biuro@slepsk.com.pl
 www.slepsk.com.pl

“We are subcontractors,” says

we invest private money, if neces-

Managing Director Michael

sary. Customers appreciate our full

Wiszniewski. “We don’t make our

services, and we are subcontrac-

own products; we produce boats

tors of many well-known boat com-

for whoever wants our service.

panies including Bayliner, Quicksil-

We see this as a good business.”

ver, Sunliner, Fiskars and S-yachts.

The Managing Director has been

69% of our contracting partners

well familiar with the business

come from the USA. More than

since he was a child. “My father

90% of our turnover of 15.3 million

Jozef Wiszniewski is the founder

EUR is achieved through exports.

of Ślepsk, and I already went to

Products for the European market

meetings when I was 15. During
the week I worked here and I stud-

One of the largest shipyards in Europe: the headquarters of MPPB J.W. Ślepsk int
Augustów

ied on weekends. Then I became

are entirely made here in Ślepsk,
and we ship the boats to every
country in Europe. Most of them

Production Director and held the

a contract with Bayliner, which was

business, but we also have our

are shipped to the Scandinavian

position for five years. After our

most important for us as it was the

own upholstery, woodworking,

countries, which account for 30%

main Director left the company in

time of the crisis, a difficult time

steel shop, windscreens, ware-

of exports. France and Germany

the course of the economic crisis, I

for us. We had a staff of 713 in

house, logistics or transport. We

together account for 10%.”

took over five years ago.”

2007. In 2011 we had 390, and

have invested in a new assembly

now we have 616 to 620. After all,

building and a five-axis CNC mill-

In the past Ślepsk made use of

Initially Ślepsk concentrated on

the crisis was helpful for us to see

ing machine to produce moulds for

newspapers and trade fairs such

products for the local construction

who we are and where we are. My

boats from 4 to 16 m in length. We

as Boot in Düsseldorf for establish-

industry. Thanks to the quality

father and I checked everything.”

are going to invest in a new logis-

ing new contacts. Today, word of

tics open space storage where we

mouth is the most important mar-

and reliability of its services, the
company took a positive develop-

Today, Ślepsk has two production

can store all the boats. Sometimes

keting tool. “There are five com-

ment and expanded the scope

sites, the headquarters in the out-

there are 100 boats waiting here.”

panies which want to work with

of activities to include yachts, a

skirts of Augustów and a smaller

strategic move as there was huge

one downtown. “We manufacture

Price is a major advantage, adds

capacities. We are full now,” says

demand for fiberglass production.

motor and sailing boats, parts or

Mr. Wiszniewski. “We can offer low

Mr. Wiszniewski. “Nonetheless,

“We signed a contract with Sea

complete, to the highest quality

prices for laminating, and with our

we remain open to new business

Ray, and that helped us grow,”

standards. We have everything

mixed calculation, we can work at

opportunities. We have a good

explains Mr. Wiszniewski. “We

in-house, from engineering and

a low price, we are strong at that.

level of quality, and we would like

invested in enlarged facilities and

laminating through to assembly,”

Moreover. We are a 100% family

to concentrate on engineering and

in the latest production technology

explains Mr. Wiszniewski. “Lami-

business. We work together very

moulds. Then we would be more

and kept growing. Then we signed

nating and assembly are our core

hard. We work at weekends, and

efficient.”

EUROPEAN
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us, but we do not have enough
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Interview with Andreas Gobiet, Managing Director of Ingenos.Gobiet.GmbH

Building on expectations
One of the most striking additions to Vienna’s built landscape in recent years is the new
campus for the University of Economics and Business. Designed to serve more than 23,000
students, the complex consists of five architecturally striking buildings over a total area of
105,000 m2, making it one of the largest university building sites in the world. The company
responsible for overseeing construction was Ingenos.Gobiet.GmbH. Thanks to its experience
and expertise in construction management on a host of civil engineering projects, the campus was completed on time and on budget in 2013.

Ingenos.Gobiet is currently project managing the construction of
Hospital North in Vienna which is due for completion in 2016

As one of the leading civil engi-

manding task. Ingenos.Gobiet has

neering companies in Austria,

a team of more than 110 employ-

Ingenos.Gobiet plays a significant

ees from all areas of civil engineer-

role in the country’s architectural

ing who bring expert knowledge in

development. A more recent pro-

their respective areas of expertise

ject, which is due to be completed

to this task. “Our clients trust us to

in 2016, is the 850-bed Hospital

solve complex technical, economic

North in Vienna. This new hospital

and ecological tasks in an efficient

is being built on a former industrial

and cost-effective way,” says Mr.

site on the left bank of the Danube River and will provide high-

Library and Learning Center (LLC) at Vienna University of Economics
and Business © Zaha Hadid Architects

Gobiet. “We can point to a long list
of impressive references that con-

quality patient services for the local

firm our track record of success in

population. “We are responsible

this area.”

for project management, liaising
with the architects and building

This track record is not just con-

contractors, and ensuring that the

fined to the Austrian market.

build goes smoothly,” says Manag-

Ingenos.Gobiet has also completed

ing Director Andreas Gobiet, who

projects abroad, including the

founded the company in 1993.

headquarters for OMV in Erbil,
Iraq; a condominium and business

Construction management on
projects of this size is a hugely deEUROPEAN

business

Hospital Rudolf Foundation at Juchgasse 22 in Vienna was completed
in 2014

›››
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››› Interview with Andreas Gobiet, Managing Director of Ingenos.Gobiet.GmbH
Ingenos.Gobiet.GmbH
Mariahilfer Strasse 17
1060 Vienna
Austria

 +43 1 5129410
 +43 1 5129410-2900
 vienna@ingob.at
 www.ingob.at

Smart Office No. 1, Nordbahnstrasse 3 in Vienna – a new office building featuring sustainable technology

complex in Split, Croatia; and sev-

allows Ingenos.Gobiet to network

prestigious projects in both the pri-

ing as a male-only profession. That

eral residential buildings in Turkey.

on a much larger scale than before

vate and public sectors.

would certainly help us achieve

In 2014, Ingenos.Gobiet entered

and offer its services to a wider

into a strategic partnership with the

customer base.

NIRAS Group, a Danish construc-

our target of expanding our team to
“We aim for a balanced ratio be-

200 in the coming years. Another

tween public sector and private

target is to increase the rate of for-

tion consultancy with over 1,400

In addition to project development

sector work,” explains Mr. Gobiet.

eign activities to between 30 and

employees in Europe, Asia and

and management, it also offers

“Public sector budgets in Austria

50% per year by setting up field of-

Africa. “Through our affiliation with

general planning, attendant con-

are dwindling, and austerity is bit-

fices in promising markets.”

NIRAS, we hope to expand our ac-

trols, building and construction,

ing, which is why we must diversify

tivities in the non-EU countries on

planning of structural frameworks,

in the future.” Another challenge

the Danube River such as Serbia,

mechanical and electrical plan-

for the industry is a lack of quali-

Montenegro, Albania and Bosnia,”

ning, construction management,

fied engineers. Mr. Gobiet sees

says Mr. Gobiet. “Although they

civil engineering planning, water

the solution in encouraging more

are not part of the EU, they are

management, river works develop-

women into the profession. “Wom-

receiving EU funding for infrastruc-

ment, energy and environment

en only make up between 5 and

ture projects, which makes them

consultancy, and other special ser-

10% of engineers in the EU but

very attractive potential markets.”

vices. It is this wide portfolio that

account for 50% in Iran. We have

The association with NIRAS also

has won the company so many

to change the image of engineer-

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Alexandre Boulier, Communications Manager at Biomed34

Creating synergies and sharing experiences to be competitive in the field of
laboratory analysis – a core characteristic of Biomed34

laboratories all located in the Hérault department in the southwest
of France. The group is part of
Group UniBio, which itself belongs
to the network BPR. 150 employees work for Biomed34 today,

Medical hub and more

among them 25 biologists. Its annual turnover is 16 million EUR.
“Our laboratories are responsible
for all kinds of laboratory analyses,” states Mr. Boulier. “Thanks

Although many medical professionals protested against the French government’s
proposed health reforms, healthcare reform
legislation was recently adopted by the National Assembly. Medical institutions such
as laboratories are already affected by the
reforms. Biomed34 has been established as
a result of the recent developments in the
French healthcare system. 17 independent
laboratories decided to pool their competence
to strengthen their competitiveness – a wise
and future-oriented decision.
Biomed34

to our excellent network, we are

of how the French healthcare

able to offer highly specialized ser-

system has changed over the last

vices. Our employees are all highly

few years,” says Communications

qualified scientists, which allows

Manager Alexandre Boulier. “While

us to provide medical services of

in former times, typically one or

extraordinary quality. We not only

two doctors or pharmacists ran a

offer consulting for patients but

laboratory, now, there is a trend to-

also for doctors. And as we are not

ward concentration. Social security

limited to only offering laboratory

has reduced many benefits in the

analysis, we operate as a kind of

health sector significantly. At the

hub between doctor and patient.”

same time, new obligations such

When it comes to the future, Bi-

as IT investment and accreditation

omed34 is remaining realistic.

requirements have been created,

“Our development is limited by the

resulting in increasing costs for

law,” says Mr. Boulier. “We are not

laboratories and other medical in-

allowed to do more than 33% of all

PAE “La Crouzette”
3 av Ricardo Mazzo
34630 Saint Thibéry
France

stitutions. Given this dilemma, we

laboratory analyses for the depart-

decided to establish an association

ment. And it is compulsory work in

of different laboratories to increase

rural areas as well. In the long run,

volume and to take advantage of

we will consolidate our network

 +33 4 67775244
 +33 4 99437731

the rationalization potential. As a

and even think about new associa-

group of independent laboratories,

tion forms – at home and abroad.

 alexandre.boulier@biomed34.fr
 www.biomed34.fr
www.unibio.fr
www.bprlab.com

we are all stakeholders now.”

We share our experiences with col-

business
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“Biomed34 is a typical example

leagues in Germany for instance,
Biomed34 was founded in 2008

and maybe one day we will build

and consists of 17 independent

up a European network.”
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